
Flooid’s feature-rich capabilities include:

• Visibility
 – Inventory location in current store
 – Product inventory in other stores
 – Display distance from other stores 

with stock
 – Show other store location 

and contact details
 – Show inventory position 

in distribution center

• Order creation
 – Prepare an order
 – Create mixed fulfilment order
 – Change fulfilment method by line item
 – Change delivery details

• View and amend orders

• Process customer collections

Customer journeys are in the midst of a 
fundamental shift. Where once consumers could 
only buy at a manned register in-store, there 
are now myriad ways to pay and engage.

Part of the Flooid App Suite of solutions, 
Flooid’s Endless Aisle breathes new life into brick 
& mortar stores by placing them at the heart of 
your digital strategy. Bringing online and in-
store closer together unlocks exponential value 
opportunities; allowing you to better satisfy 
customer demand and keep journeys seamless 
and on-brand. 

Endless Aisle
In-store but not in stock?  
Never lose a sale with Flooid’s  
Endless Aisle solution



Optimize inventory

Flooid’s Endless Aisle solution merges online 
offerings with in-store demands. Capitalize on 
full product selection without needing the item in 
every store. When inventory is easy to locate, it’s 
easy to sell – even if it’s end-of-the line.

Personal interaction that pays

Enable store associates to save-the-sale and 
increase your bottom line. Assist customers to 
buy products that are out of stock or not typically 
stocked in-store. Win on convenience by shipping 
directly. Whether it’s a quick purchase or a more 
complex availability issue, Flooid’s Endless Aisle 
solution will help you secure the sale swiftly and 
seamlessly.

All the information in one place

Display product information and couple it 
with insight on inventory levels, promotions 
and complementary items. The ability to 
persuade and process payment is built-in.

Flexible deployment

Flooid’s Endless Aisle solution is device and 
operating system agnostic, and designed to work 
across mixed retail formats, mixed estates and 
mixed geographies. 
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Flooid’s Endless Aisle solution encourages 
personal interaction while providing stock 
and order options, meaning you sell more 
and retain margin on at-risk inventory.

Martin Ward, Group Head of Product, Flooid
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